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13tMM4
HAROLD

L.

UILLIAIIS-.

of lawful age-i called as a witness by the

plaintiff as on cross-examinationn being
first duly sworn-t was examined and testified
as follows:

CROSS-EXAMINATION OF HAROLD L- WILLIAMS

BY MR. HJELMFELT:

\

i2

Good morning-i Mr- Williams.

A

Good morning.

H

Would you please state your name and laddcess for the
record?

A

Harold L. Williams-! 15553 Beach Cliff Boulevard-!
Rocky River.

(2

And by whom are you employed?

A

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company.

(2

And in what capacity?

A

Executive Vice-President.

(2

And when were you first

A

1547.

(2

employecf by CEI?

And could you briefly give us your employment history
with the company?

A

I started in 1547 as a Junior Engineer.-i I moved up

through a series of engineering positions-! then I

13-iMMS

lililliams - cross
became tlanager of the Office Building Service

Department! latern manager of Transmission and

Distribution Engineering-i Manager of Civil and
Mechanical Engineering! Vice-President - Engineering
in nt2! and Executive Vice-President in 157*4.

(3

Idhen you became Executive Vice-President in 157*4!
did the Engineering Department remain under your

supervision?
A

Yes! it did-

(2

And uas there

a Vice-President of Engineering that

reported to you?
A

Yes.

Williams - cross

L.

1

And are you familiar with the economies of scale in

(3

generation?

3

5

A

Yes.

lilhat does that mean?

H

,

5

The economies of scale in generation basically means

7

larger generators are cheaper and at lower cost per

3

kilowatt of generating.capacity.

J

(3

Are there upper limits on these economies?

3

A

Yes.

L

i3

And do you have any idea where these upper limits might

3

bei what sized units? ' •

A

The question of the upper limit is debatable..

Different people will have different views.

One which

5

is an obvious limit is the upper limit on the

)

technological size that you can buy-i and that

1

currently is maybe in the range of 1t300 to InMDO

}

megawatts.
nany people in the industry feel that economies

)
)

of scale is right up to that limit-, and I would agree

L

with them.

J

(3

And I take it there are others that think the economies
are sought before'you reach that limit?

I

A

Yes.

5

i3

Are there different outage rates experienced by larger

i
i
r
r.
C

13-.447

Williams - cross

units than smaller units?
A

That has been the experience.

<2

I
And the larger units have higher outage rates?

A

Yes.

<3

The smaller systems

would

find it is uneconomical

to install those very large units-, would you.not agree?

A

You mean "units"

<2

Excuse me.

— whatsize?

The smaller electrical system would find it

uneconomical to install l-,3D0 megawatt units?

A

You mean smaller than

<3

Yes.

A

The answer is yes.

fl

to you recall uhenCEI and huny Light interconnected

CEI?

at 13fl?

A.

c2

A

Approximately.

And would that have been in Hay of nvs?
Yes-, I think so.
■ ' '

<

CEI ®ncl Huny Light signed an

,

.

interconnection agreements is that correct?

A

I believe so.

a

And do you recall when CEI first began to prepare a
draft interconnection agreement?’

A

Approximately.

■ i3-,44fl
Williams - cross

1
2

<2

And when was thatf*

3

A

I think that was probably in 1575-1 approximately-i or

184

perhaps it was 1573-1 at the time of the Federal

M5

Power Commission order.

6
^0

(2

And would that have been at the time of the

7
n

Administrative Law Judge's decision or the Commission’s

8
S2

decision^

P3

A

I am not.sure.

' 10

a

And isn't it.correct that CEI's draft interconnection

I

P

Is
: 11

agreement was transmitted to the City in February of

^12

1574f

.

'•••

1^13

A

I don't know that.

14

i2

Do you know when a draft was submitted to the Cityf

15

A

No.

I was not responsible for the negotiations with

16

the,City at all or with the transmittal of drafts or

17

whatever with respect to this.

£1

And do you recall at the same time period that CEI was
discussing possible interconnections with Painesvillef

A

Yes.

a

And were you involved-i at least internally at CEI-,
with those discussions?

A

To some extent.

<2

And did you anticipate at the time that whatever
terms,and conditions were offered to Painesville that

Uilliarris - cross

1

they would be offered to the City and vice-versaf

2
3

A

bJe certainly considered the possibility-i and we

4

considered the possibility that different terms would

5

be offered.

6

(3

In other wordsi these were not joint negotiations?

7

A

No.

8

a

During the period of 1571 to n7Si CEI was conducting
interconnected operations and power exchanges with

9
10

other utilities-! was it not?

11

A

Yes.

12

a

And thesewould

13

A

Yes.

14

a

And CEI hadcontracts

includeeconomyinterchanges;

with

other

correct?

utilitieswhich

would

permit CEI to buy spinning reserves?

15

16

A

Ide called them operating reserves i yes.

17

a

And what are operating reserves?

18

A

Operating reserves are capacity which is on line and

operating available to supply power if needed.

19

20

a

And CEI was also able to purchase replacement

21

A

Yes.

22

a

23

A

energy?

And what would that be?
Replacement energy was energy that was needed

usually

24

on an immediate basis to replace some energy or

25

capacity that was lost because of an emergency condition

13-.MS0
Williams - cross

<3

or a unit tripping off-, that sort of thing.

j

And would replacement energy be the same thing that

s

might be referred to as emergency energy?

A

Yes.

(2

And did CEI have a contract which permitted it to

I

!

I

purchase maintenance power?
..HR- LANSDALE:

THE COURT:

|
Objection.

{

Approach the bench.

CThe following proceedings were had at the

I
1

bench: 3-

MR. LANSDALE:

I want to object to

the entire line of questioning on the ground that
the contractual arrangement that CEI had with

various other utilities or organizations is

s
f
I

totally irrelevant to this case.

In any event■. the testimony is cumulative

and clearly irrelevant unless it is shown the
circumstances were thie same-., were the same as

those with respect to Huny Light.
MR. HJELUFELT:

Number one-, with

Hr. Kovar-i I didn’t go into the details on the
typeS'iof energy interchanges other than asking

about' shopping around.

I
>

13-.M51
Uilliams - cross

THE COURT!
about him.

I am not concerned

I am concerned about the aspect of

laying a foundationIt doesn't become material unless you can

show that the situation or the terms and
conditions were the same — does itf

HR. HJELfIFELT:

Idelli it is relevant

to show CEI’s monopoly power and strength-i the
resources thatthey could call.
THE COURT:

Read that last-

{Record read.}
THE COURT:

Uell-i we have got

thati but the previous testimony was that they

commanded up to SOiQQQ megawatts of power from
various sources from the Northeastn from the

Ohio Edison 1 from Ohio Power i and so forth.
Now-I the mere fact that they had contracts
with all of these other companies for operating

reserve placement power does bear upon the

subject that you are stating that it bears upon.

HR. LANSDALE:

You mean the only

reason he.is going into it is to show that these

were outstanding contracts perhaps to create the
inference that CEI should have granted the same

Uilliams

crogs

type of contracts to fluny Lightf

2

THE COURT:

That would not be

permissible unless you could show that you had

certain similar circumstances prevailing.

5

These

are all matters of contractn as I understand it.

HR. HJELHFELT;

Yes-, and the City

has sought, to obtain similar contracts. .

8

That

was the burden of Hr. Hinchee’s testimony and
the burden of Hr.

Goldberg’s testimony.

THE COURT:

Uell-. assume that

they did.

HR. LANSDALE:

I don’t know

whether they are similar or not.

THE COURT:

Under those

circumstances-. I will sustain the objection.
■CEnd of bench conference.}
8
THE COURT;

I

You may proceed.

I

will Sustain the objection.

0

BY HR. HJELHFELT:
2

<3

CEI had an agreement with Ohio Edison-. Penn Power-,

I

Dayton Line-, and Toledo Edison-, in which each of the,

I

companies recognized a mutual interest in an advantage

5

of obtaining a reliable supply of service to all

13-.MS3
hlilliams - cross

partiesn did it not?
Yes-

I take it that that means that CEI had an interest
in maintaining a reliable supply of electric service
to Ohio Edison’s customers?

YesAnd during the period of 1571 to 157St did CEI have a

similar interest in maintaining a reliable service to
Huny Light’s customers?

Yes-

And to promote that interest would require a
synchronous interconnection! would it not?
Yes-

And would it require a willingness to engage in the
sort of transactions that we have been discussing?

YesDo you recall the time when Toledo Edison contracted
for the long-term purchase of SOU megawatts of power
from the Michigan Pool on behalf of CEI and Ohio

Edison and Penn Power?
Yes-

Do you recall whether there was a billing dispute with
the Michigan Pool over that purchase?

Yes-i there was-

•

13-.4S4

Williams - cross
(3

Did the purchase continue despite that disputed

A

Yesi it did.

(3

Do you recall that during February and March of 1575t

’

that CEI and Huny Light had a number of meetings under

’

the auspices of the Federal Power Commission in

I*

Uashingtonf
A

Yes.

(3

Did you attend some

A

Yes.

(3

5

And some of. those meetings were taken before a court
reporter and some were

2

*

of thosemeetings^

informal

meetings^ is that

corrects

A
i3

That is right.

And do you recall at one of those meetings Mr. Hinchee
suggested to you that the "City and CEI might consider
negotiating proposals for other types of service after

the final order was issued and the interconnection was
built"f

A

Hr. Hinchee-. his basic position before the Federal
Power Commission was that he wanted emergency power

onlyn an emergency interconnection.

He may have indicated that-. "After we get thatn
that is soon enough to talk about other things."

I don’t recall specifically.

I do recall he reiterated

13-.MSS
hJilliams - cross

many times that the purpose was for an emergency
interconnection 1 and that was what basically he was

asking the Federal Power Commission to order*
PIR. HJELUFELT:

May the witness have

CEI-lObT-, please.
{After an interval.I

BY MR. HJELMFELTi
a

Can you identify that exhibit?

A

This is the summary of the conclusions! the key

conclusions reached in a meeting in the Federal

Power Commission with CEI and the Municipal System!

on March 3rd! or maybe the flth — I can’t tell

in

liiashington! D.C.! 1172;
H

And who prepared these notes?

A

I believe I did.

<2

And were these notes prepared after one of the informal
meetings! or do you recall was this one of the informal
or one of the more formal ones?

A

I don’t recall.

I don’t find anything here that would

help me answer that question.,
£2

I invite your attention to Paragraph 14 on page 3! and

ask whether that refreshes your recollection as to
whether Mr.

Hinchee did suggest that the parties would

consider negotiating proposals for other types of

13-.MSL
1

2

3

services^

A

I

14 indicates that Hr- Hinchee suggested that HELP and

4

CEI might consider negotiating proposals or other

5

types of service after the FPC ordered the issue and

6

the interconnections builti without necessarily

7

bringing these back for the FPC-

8

(3

9

j

3i

And by other types of services-i what did you understand
Mr- Hinchee to meanf

10

A

11

a

Certainly.

12

A

It is several pages-

1

Give me a minute, or two to review this-

13
14

j

Williams - cross

I

'

i

■CAfter an interval-!
A

{Continuing!

Item 14 indicates we are talking about

15

three kinds of services-! emergency backup of HELP’S

16

large uniti firm purchase by HELP to replace load

17

transfer service to get their boilers fixed upn and
provision for inadvertent power interchange-

18

(19

I really don’t recall what other types of

20-

services he may . have had in mindn but they uroitld have .

^1

been any of the subjects that you asked me about

22

earlier-

i
‘

J

,

i

23
14

a

You ae referring to Paragraph 13t I guessi in? which you

indicated that "It seems clear that the FPC order

!

should include provision for emerbency backup-i firm

|

13t4S7
1

Williams - cross

2

purchases by HELP to replace load transfer service-i and

3

provision for inadvertent power exchange-"

4

If those were to be included in the FPC order i

5

would you agree that Hr- Hinchee was talking about

6

some of those services that you and I discussed

7

earlier in addition to thosef

8

A

Yes-

9

a

Thank you-

10

I thought that is what I saidHaybe I misunderstood.

Now 1 over the years CEI has installed a variety of

11

types of generating unitsn has it notf

12

nuclearT hydrot and so forthf

13

A

CoaU-firedn

i

Yes-

'■f

14

a

And the choice between what types of units involves a

15

tradeoff of fuel costs-i capital costs-i and

16

environmental concerns-i does it notf

17

A

Yes.

18

H

And the decision on which type of units CEI is going to

19

install are the decisions that the CEI management makesi

20

is that correct?

21
22
23

'

f

A

Yes.

I

a

And CEI of course has to obtain fuel for these units;

:
I

1

for example! it could be coal from a supplier- or theI

24

purchase of a coal mine and becoming its own supplier!

25

and that is the sort of decision that CEI management -

,
8

13-,4Sa

1

lililliams - cross

2

makes.; is that, correct?

3

A

4

(3

5

6

Yes.
Where the plant is going to be located would be another

'

management decision-t would it not?
A

7

Yes-i subject of course to Governmental regulations and

{
1

review-

I

I

8

(3

J

Yesyoureferring

9
10

k

Yes.

11

H

And do

12

yourecall

to thesigning

into being?— was it

when thatcame

A

About in that period.

14

<3

And, sifflilarly-i the size of theunit to be installed

15

|
I
|

.

n75 or 15741 something like that?

13

I am not sure exactly.
is

I

something that management makes a determination on?

16

A

Yes.

17

(3

And

I
in acquiring materials for

construction oroperation-)

18

there is a variety of suppliers who might offer the

19

goods at various prices or qualities-) and again that

20

is a management type of decision?-

21

A

Yes.

22

(3

And in the construction of transmission lines or

2a

substations-) CEI could either use its own-crews or

24

use contractors to do that; is that correct?

25

j

approval?

A

Yes.

|

j

i

13,4S=1

Williams - cross
(3

And that is another matter that the CEI management
determines?

A

Yes^

12

And there are some jobs that can either be done by

people or done by machinei is that correct?
A

Yes.

(3

And agaih^ CEI management would determine which to do?

A

Yes.

13

And basically! they would be making economic considerations
in doing thisn the effect on cost?

A

Yesi the effect on cost and governmental regulations on

environment and service reliability-i and in some
cases appearance.

There would be a wide variety of

subjects that would be brought to bear on making those
decisions.

i3

Nowi as a Vice-President of Engineering and Executive

Vice-President! the System Planners would be under
your supervision! would they not?
.

-'.

A

Yes.

(3

And planning the reliability of a system power supply!
in doing that CEI can choose to install generation
for reserves or rely in part on its interconnec-tiohs! '

is that correct?

A

Yes.

IBiMbO
Idilliams - cross

And that again is a managerial judgment?
Yes.

Nowi during the time that the System Planning had been

reporting to youi the system plansi did they revolves
and change over time?
Yes.

So there would be maybe not a series of distinct plansi
but certainly a series of different plans?

Yes.
For the growth of CEI?.

Yes.
And during the period that the System Planners have

been reporting to youi would it be correct to say
that all of CEI's system plans have been predicated

upon the idea that CEI would retain its interconnections
with others?

Yes.

And CEI never formulated a plan to operate in isolation^
is that correct?
hie have formulated plans for what we would do in an

emergency if we found ourselves in isolation•» but

certainly not on any long-range basisi like what you
have in mind.

hJhat you are talking about is on- an emergency basisn

Williams

cross

and that isi that if you had a situation similar to
the northeast blackout.-i when you would open your ties

to keep other systems from dragging you downi is that

corrects
A

Yes.

a

But as far as extended operations-! you would always
plan on having your interconnections?

A

Yes.

<3

And would it be fair to state that the continued use of

interconnections has been an essential part of CEI’s
planning?

A

Yes.

(3

And that CEI’s — withdraw that.

Now-i since you have become a Vice-President of
Engineering-! would it be correct that CEI’s power

production expenses as a percent of operdtaon and

maintenance costs have increased?
.: A
(3

Could I have that again?

-

1.

Since the period that you became Vice-President of

Engineering-! would it be correct that as a percent of

operation and maintenance costs-, CEI’s power production
expenses have increased?

-

;

A

I think probably so-i but I am not positive.

i3

Is that an area that you would not be familiar with?

13-.4t2

Uilliams - cross

A

I just don’t happen to have the..numbers in my headI was Vice-President of Engineering from ntS to_
n74n and I just — I could guess-i but I am not sure

what the numbers were in those years-

a

Would you take-, subject to checking-, that CEI’s power
production as a percent of operation and maintenance

costs varies from approximately 44 percenti in
to fi3 percent in ITbSf

A

That could be-

a

And during the same period could you take-, subject to
checking-, that distribution costs as a percentage of

operation and ''maintenance costs declined from around
IS percent in l'lk4 to S-l/H percent in lITSf
A

It sounds reasonableMR- HJELMFELT:

I have no further

questionsTHE COURT:

Mr- Lansdale-

REDIRECT EXAMINATION OF HAROLD L- WILLIAMS

BY MR- LANSDALE:
a

- .

You agreed that CEI had constructed a hydro, pLaht-

What kind of a hydro, plant are we talking aboutf

13-,ML3

Idilliams - redirect
A

A pump hydro plant.

a

Tell me what that is as distinguished from any other

kind of hydro plant?

A

First of alii on any other typical hydro planti it is

one where falling water is made to go through the
hydraulic turbines and generates electricity.

(3

And in such case there is no fuel charge?

A

That is right.

In a pump hydro planti you first pump up the’

water to a high reservoir during the nighti and then
let it fall to generate electricity.
i3

How can you justify the expense of picking it up to
let it down again?

A

The generator costs are considerably less at night than
in the daytime i because of the fact that during the

night your most efficient units have relatively light
loadsi so you use that efficient capacity that is

serving the load during the daytimei but you use it at
night to pumpi so the fuel cost is enough less at night

to justify the pumpingi even though there is a loss of
efficiency.
tJ

Okay.

Nowi one other question:

You were asked a number of questions to the effect

13,Mb4
lililliams - redirect

that one could rely on an interconnection as an
alternative for building one’s own reserves.
Hr. Uilliamsn I am fascinated by the picture of
every company relying on everybody else for reserves.

Please explain that answer.

I think what we are talking about was the question of
emergency reservesn and we talked about emergencies

and replacement energyi and we are talking about in an

emergency you can draw on the interconnection.
The general practice in the industry is obvious to

everybody to provide enough power for its own needsn

including enough operating reserve for his own needs-»
and then if somebody is short-i hopefully somebody else

is long at the same time-i and you help each other out.
When one company is short-i they buy from the

otherT and vice-versa-i but ordinarilyt or most of the

timen each company in the interconnected system
provides its own-, and the tie lines therefore would
not be carrying emergency energy.

In the case of CEI-. what is the fact as to whether or
not CEI is providing enough for its own operating

reserves?
It always has.
HR. LANSDALE;

No further questions-

\

1

THE

2

court:

Any further

cross-examination?

3
4
5

FURTHER CROSS-EXAMINATION OF HAROLD L. WILLIAMS

6
7

BY MR. HJELMFELT:.

8

a

The determination of how much capacity on an

9

interconnected system should be installed for reserves

0

is a matter of judgmenti is that not correct?

1

A

That is correct.

2

d

And in exercising that judgment! the System Planners

.3

would consider the fact that they do have

.4

interconnections; is that correct?

.5

.6

A

Yes.

d

And they are able to share reserves with other

L7

L8

companies; is that correct?

A

Yes.

L9

MR. HJELMFELT:

20

MR. LANSDALE:

21

THE COURT:

22

23

No further questions.

- No further, questions-

Thank yoUi Mr. Uilliamsn

you may step down.
Perhaps this is an opportune time to take our

morning recess.
Ladies and gentlemen of the jury-i please during

the recess keep in mind the Court’s admonition
that you are not to discuss this case with anyonei

not even among yourselvesn keep an open mind until,
you have heard all of the evidence and the Court
instructs you on the law and the application of

the law to the factsn and until such time as the
matter is submitted to you for your final
deliberation and judgment.

hie will take a short recess■CRecess taken. J
THE COURT:

Please be seated-

Bring in the jury•CThe jury was reseated in the jury box and

the trial continued as follows:!
HR. NORRIS:

May I approach the

benchf

THE COURT:

Yes-

•CThe following proceedings were had at the

bench:!

HR. NORRIS:

I have now finished

going over this transcript of Saturday’s deposition

and I would like the updated versions of both
documents that were handed to me in court last
week.

In other words-, the one I requested this

.13-,4k7
morning in addition to the ITbli and I would

appreciate also a copy of the Five-Year Forecast

of Corporate Earnings prepared subsequent to
the Five-Year Construction Plan for nVDi ..So ;l

would like to have really updated copies of both

documents*

MR. LANSDALE:

You are asking for

nr* Loshing's forecast of earningsf
HR* NORRIS:

Yes*

You gave me two

documents the other day*
HR* LANSDALE:

One was the forecast

of earnings-i and the other the construction

forecast.
MR* NORRIS:

Righti and the

construction plan-, and then the forecast prepared

as a result of that-

A proper construction plan that I needed was
the nVD-i so I am asking for the five-year

earnings report that was prepared on the basis of

the 1570 construction plan-l

HR* LANSDALE:

Am I supposed to keep

digging up material^

THE COURT:

. Well-, if it was

something-. Hr* Lansdale-, that would require
extensive effort and exhaustive research-. I would

13-.4Lfl
overrule the motioni but I am sure that these

documents are relatively easy to findn so I would

appreciate your complying.
■CEnd of bench conference-1

ns. COLEtlAN:
Bingham 1 please.

lile call Mr. Iililliam

13-.Mb fl
WILLIAM

BINCHAMn

being called by the plaintiff as if on
cross-examinationn after having been duly

suorn-i was examined and testified as follows:

CROSS-EXAMINATION OF WILLIAM BINGHAM

MS. COLEMAN:

Good morning.
Good morning.

Would you state your name and address for the recordi

please.
William Binham-i 3fl0 Bell Street■■ Chagrin Fallsi Ohio.

By whom are you employed^
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company.

In what capacity are you employed^
The Principal Rate Engineer.

Do you have a degree in mechanical engineering from

Stevens Institute?
Yes.

What other educational background do you have?

A Master's Degree in electrical engineering.
And as a Rate Engineer far CEIi uhat is your principal

responsibility?

I am in charge of the Rates Section — we call it.

Bingham - cross
As suchi ue are responsible for the design-, and in

a sense the implementation of the electric rates and
the rules of service

in addition-, I have responsibilities in the

negotiations of interconnection contractsi that is-,
contracts between, utilities-, and a somewhat limited

responsibility for the negotiations of large industrial
power contract.

In a sense I suppose this section is sort of the

court of last resort in disputes over what the rules
mean-, and in addition we do a lot of special studies.

«3

lilhat are the rules that you are referring tof

A

The rules and regulations relating to electric

service.
<2

And do you have other people under your supervision?

A

Yes.

13

They make various studies from timfe

A

Yes.

i3

How long have you held the position

to time?

as Rate Engineer

for CEI?
A

I have headed the rate activity since I believe August
of nST-, with the exception of a two-year period-,

from the summer of nvo until the summer, of L'ITS-,
when I was not with the company.

13-.M7a
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(3

Uho were you working for during that timef

A

I. worked for Gilbert Associates! an engineering and

consulting firm.
a

Did they

A

Yes.

a

do work for CEIfrom

time

to time?

Did you work for CEI in your capacity at Gilberts

A

Yes.

(J

hl ere

the responsibilities in the Rate

Department at

CEI essentially the same from ntS through to the.
present! with the exception of the time that you
worked that you were employed by Gilbert?

A

I am sorry.

G

From approximately ntS to the present! fir. Bingham!

I missaid the dates — the timing in that.

except for the period that you just told us about!

were your responsibilities essentially the same?

A

No.

There was probably one significant change about!

I guessi three or four years ago.
Until that time! and I think since nt2! I headed

what was known as the Rates and Technical Studies
Section — I guess that is not quite accurate.
actually headed the Rates Section.

I

The Technical

Studies Section reported to me.
About four years ago that was changed! and they

no longer report to me.

1 •

Bingham - cross

2

(2

I seen and to whom do you report at CEI?

3

A

Hr. Loshing-i the Treasurer.

4

<2

fir. Binghami you were in court when Mr. Williams just

5
6
7

testified-i were you not?

A

Yes.

(2

And the pump storagen hydro storage that fir. Williams

8

testified! that is called the Seneca Plant?

9

A

That is correct.

0

(2

Does CEI own the transmission lines that supply the

1

path from the Seneca Plant to the CEI load in

2

northern Ohio?

3

4
5

6

A
a

A

Yes.

(2

How does the power get from the Seneca Plant to the

7
8

9
b

1

Not the complete path-i only a portion.
The Seneca Plant is in Pennsylvania?

j

CEI load?

A

Itn I believe! is stepped up in voltage at the plant.

,

It is from! whatever the generating voltage of the

J,

machine is! to 2SQ volts.

.
It travels over a very! very short line! in which

I

2

we own fiO percent! to the Glade substation of the

t

3

Penelec Company-i and from that point it travels over

J

4

S2O!DOD volt lines of Penelec tO! I believe! the

J

:5

Erie West Substation! when it is stepped up to 3MS!000

1

13-.472
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volts-i

and then it travels over what we call the

. Ashtabulan Erie-i West Linen roughly half of which is

owned by Penelec and half or two thirds — I don’t
know the exact portion — but the portion in Ohio

is owned by CEI.

t

Nowi this of course is theoretical.

Power flows

wherever it is going to flowi but theoretically we
presume that it does these things.
a

It might be said that Penelec is wheeling power from

the Seneca Plant to CEIf

A

Yes.

(3

And CEI has determined it is a proper economy to roake-i

paying the carrying chargesi rather than the
construction of its own line from the Seneca Plantf

A

Yesi I am certain.

i3

Now-i people in your section-* Mr. Bingham-i have studied
Muny Light from time totime-i have they notf

A

Yes.

(3

They have studied the Muny Light’s financialcondition?

A

Yes.

(3

Itlould it be accurate to

say one of the purposes of

studying the financial condition-of Muny Light is
because it bears on the rates that Muny might charge

its customers?

13-.M73

1
2
3

Bingham - cross

A

I think that would be part of it.

(3

Nowt

4
5

6
7
8

9

A

Yes.

<3

Idhat

rate hras charged in n72?

A

Idhat

part of 1'=I72?

a

After May of 1572.
For a brief period the Federal Power Commission set a

A

rate subject to refund.

1

They do this typically when the thing should be

2

litigated-i and the final decision was reached-! and it

3

was 17-1/2 mills per kilowatt hour.

4

Subsequent to Hay 30-i 1572-1 I know in January of

5

1573-1 the Commission came out with the order in that

6

case changing the rate to IS.2 mills.

Now-1 your Section — I am sorry — had you completed

(3

3
3

your answer?

-

L

3

adjusted our change in the bills to reflect that rate
back to Play 30 of 1572.

(3

3
I

{Continuing! — and we went back and retroactively

A

3

2

has sold power to Huny Light since nVOi is

that right?

0

1

CEI

So that after Play of 1572-1 the rate was 1S.2 millsi is
that correct?

;.

A

Yes.

(3

Now-i your section also studied what the cost.to Pluny

13-.H74
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Light might be if purchasing power from sources other
than CEIi is that correct?

Yes.
You studied possible sale of power from the Power

Authority of the State of New York to Huny Lighti is

that correct?
That is one.
-

MS. COLEMAN:

Mrs. Richardsn would

you give Mr. Bingham-i pleasei Plaintiff’s Exhibits
75S and 75L.

. {After an interval. 3-

Please look at those exhibits-i Mr. Binghamn and tell me
whether it is not the fact that those represent
studies that were done of the cost to Muny Light of

buying power from PASNY or AMP-Ohio?

THE COURT:
MS. COLEMAN:

or -5S?

It is both of them-,

your Honor.

May I have the question read back?

I will ask you a specific question.

It may help you.

Looking at PTX-TIS first-, that was a memorandum

written to youi is that right?

..

Yes.

And that was the study written concerning the price

.

13t47S
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‘

of power to the Cleveland Huny Light Plant from
AflP-Ohiof
That is correct.

And it was reported to you that it ranged from S.?
mills to ll.fi millsi is that correct?
Yes.

Now-, the second document that you have before you-,
T-lt-, and that is a memorandum that you yourself prepared?
Yes.

And that was a study of the cost of PASNY power to

the Cleveland Municipal System-, wasn’t it?
Yes.

And your estimate of the total delivered costs for
PASNY power to Muny Light was in the range of 7 to fi
mills per kilowatt hour-, wasn’t it?

I believe it was.

Let me read a little bit further.

■CAfter an interval.3Yes.

This memo does state that the delivered cost would

be "in the range of 7 to fi mills." and the next

paragraph I think indicates that-, "I think my estimate
was a little on the low side."

You stated it was on the low side because you are
assuming delivery at bulk voltages^ is that right?

I don’t have the world’s greatest copy here-, and I also

13iM7tj
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forgot my glasses-

-CGlasses provided-}

{Continuing}

I don’t think that is what I was trying

to say-

I sayi "It is based on delivery, of bulk
transmission voltagesi and that additional charges

would be applicable for delivery at lower voltagesn"

and I go oh further to sayi "I want to emphasize again
that our estimates of PASNY selling costs are on the

low side-"
Well, one reason they might be on the low side in your

thinking at the time you wrote the memo is because you
I

thought apparently that the delivery might be at lower
voltagesi is that rightf

I don’t think so.
Yes-i I see that the delivery at lower voltages

will cost more than the estimate!, but I am trying to
remember something I wrote almost ten years ago-i and-

the fact I said "Further! I want "to emphasize!" makes
me think that I was thinking of something other than
what immediately preceded this-

Now! the 13fl KV is a bulk transmission voltage^ is it

notf

Yes-

131M7?
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(3

*

fir. Bingham-, you mentioned that one of the responsibilities

that you have from time to time in your job is to make
interconnection contracts?
A

Yes.

<3

And you had some involvement in the interconnection
contracts eventually executed between the City of
Cleveland and

CEIt

is that right?

A

Yes.

(3

And in fact you began to prepare such a contract in

early n?!-, didn’t you?

A

I am not really sure.

ns. COLEHAN:

Hrs. f?ichards-, would

you get for Hr. Bingham Plaintiff’s Exhibit lS7tj.

CAfter an interval.}
i3

Hr. Bingham-, do you recognize Plaintiff’s Exhibit lS7b
as being a memorandum that Hr. Idilliams wrote to you

in narch of 1573?

A
(3

-Yes.

-.And the subject of the memorandum was-, "CEI-HELP
Interconnection Contract-. Draft”?

A

Yes-, and it’s dated Marbh 12th-, 1573.

13

nr. Idilliams was writing to you because you are the

author of that draft; isn’t that right?

A

Possibly the major contributor.

13-.47fi
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(3

No draft of an interconnection agreement was sent to
Huny Light until around a year lateri in nVMi isn’t

that rightf

A

I think that is probably correctMy recollection is it would be sometime after the

middle of
(3

but I am not positive.

Hr- Bingham ■« let's turn to another subjectDuring the course of your career with CEIi you
developed some knowledge and experience in the area

of ratesi I am surei is that corrects
A

Yes-

(3

And you supervise both the retail rates and the rates
to be charged to other utilities^

A

I have both of them under my jurisdictionn yes-

(3

You are familiar with the methods that can be used to

design and determine ratesi is that rightf

A

Yes-

(3

And you are familiar with the approval which may be
required before CEI can institute or charge ? particular

rates^ is that correct?
A

Yes-

(3

Hr- Bingham-i I am going to ask you various questions
about rate making-i and I would like to have an

understanding with youi if we mayi that even, if I don't

13,475
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mention a specific date in my question, that it would

be — that we would be.talking about the period up to

the end of 157S; is that agreeablef

Certainly.
Fine-

Now, in preparing CEI’s rates for filing with the

PUCO, you don’t do all the work yourselff

HR. LANSDALE:

I think I am going to

have to object.

THE COURT:

Approach the bench.

CThe following proceedings were had at the

bench:I

HR. LANSDALE:

I am not sure what the

significance of the "end of 1575 is," but it is
six months beyond the damage period, and I object
to it as a generality.

ns. COLENAN:

I have no problem with

calling it "sometime in 157£i"

I just wanted to make clear what we were
talking about was that period.

THE COURT:

Hake it duly 1, 1575.

All right.

■CEnd of bench conference.3-

1

Bingham - cross

2

THE COURT;

3

The period will be

up through July 1 of 1175. •

4

BY ns. COLEHAN:

5

i3

Thank youi your Honor.

6

Hr. Bingham 1 in preparing CEI rates for filing

7

on behalf of CEI with the PUCO-i you worked with

8

others in the. company 1 did you notf

9

A

Yes.

10

fl

And do you have various people under you that do

11

studies and investigations and calculations that have

12

to be made for this purpose; is that right?

13

A

Yes.

14

fl

And you would consult with other CEI departments if

15

needed to get information that may bear on the work
that you are doing in designing the rates?

A

Yes.

fl

You might talk to someone in the Budget and Statistics

■9

Section to get information that you might need of that

Io

|i

nature; right?

A

Yes.

fl

You might also consult with people in the Marketing

B2

Eb

Section to get the information that they have?

■4

A

Whenever I have the time-i- I do.

Rs

fl

Sometimes this would be in the nature of how customers

1

Bingham - cross

2

3
4
5

6

r
I

might respond to a particular rate design?
A.

Yes.

ns. COLEMAN:

May I approach the

bench?

THE COURT:

J
I

Yes.

7
8
9
!

0
1
2

3

■CThe following proceedings were had at the

bench:l

ns. COLEMAN:

Your Honor•» I request

you read Stipulations 202 and 2a3i please.
MR. LANSDALE:

i have no objection.

■CEnd of bench conference.}

4
5

6
7
3

9
3
L

2.
3

THE COURT:

Ladies and gentlemen

of the juryi Stipulation 2D2 reads as follows:
"Rates for retail service within a

municipality may be established by negotiation

between a municipality and CEI.

Rates established

in this manner are not subject to review by the
PUCO."

Stipulation 2U3 reads as follows:

"Under Ohio law-, prior to 117bi a: rate.,

4

filing for new service or a decrease in a rate for

5

existing service was not subject to review by the

Bingham - cross

PUCO."
ns. COLEHAN:

Thank youn your Honor.

BY ns. COLEnAN:
a

nr. Bingham-1 referring to the first stipulation read
by the Court-i it is true-i isn't it-i that CEI has from
time to time entered into agreements with Ohio cities

with regard to rates to be charged in that cityf
A

Yes.

Iile used to commonly do that with the City of

Cleveland.

I am not sure we have done it with anybody

else.
(3

Where such an agreement is involved between the City

of Cleveland and CEI-i then the CEI and the
municipality determine the rates by negotiation; do

they notf

Is that rightf

A

Yes.

a

Now-i this is true whether the municipality would be
the City of Cleveland or some other city; isn't that

rightf
A

That isii correct.

a

Referring to the second stipulation that the Court

-

-

read-1 in the period that you have been in the Rate

Section of CEI-i CEI has from time to time established.
new rate classifications-i hasn't itf
A

Yes.

,

13-,4a3
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2
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i3

3

4

5

apartment reclassification uas established^

A

Yes

es

And an all-electric large general service

6

commercial classification uas established about the

7

8
9
2

same timei rightf
A

I think it uas about the same time-

a

In addition! from time to time during the period you

10

have been at CEI through mid-’7Si CEI has filed for a

11
12
13

decrease in its electric rates, has itf
A

Ue decreased electric rates in 1*1135-

<3

Noui in both the instances of the neu rate schedules

14

uhich ue discussed and the decrease in llbS-i CEI did

15

make a filing uith the PUCO to make them auare of

16

17

L8

those changes uhich had been maden isn’t that right?

A

Certainly-

(2

This uas actually a second purpose to the ’bS filing-,

L9

and that is CEI uas seeking to have the rate increase -

20

decrease amount-that it made uith the City of Cleveland

21
22

23
24

25

Some examples might be in ntj7-> an all-electric

effective throughout the system-i isn’t that right?
A

That’s correct-

i2

Nou-i in the case of these filings that the CEI made
to PUCO simply fixed the time uhen the schedule uas

to take effect! isn’t that right?

13-.4fl4
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<>

Yesi that’s essentially all they didI might add-« they also set the time when it would
be effective in the City of Cleveland-i which was prior

to the effective date of the ordinance.

(3

I see.

Now then-i with respect to the filings for new

service or decrease in rates, the new service filing
or the decrease was essentially determined by CEIn is
that rightf
Hay I have that read

THE WITNESS:
backi pleasef

Read the question back.

THE COURT:

•CThe pending question was read by the
reporter.I

A

Not necessarily.

The ’bS rate decrease was negotiated between the
City of Cleveland and the company.

You did testify to that.

a

Right.

A

We frequently file new kinds of service, for example-,

-

interruptible contracts, which are essentially

negotiated between the company and the customer.
riaybe I missed the thrust of the question, but,

by no means does everything we file that is new or

a decrease mean there were no negotiations with

13TMAS
Bingham - cross
anybody•

(3

No.
They may well have derived from negotiations with
the prospective customer or the customer who is to be

served under that schedule-> is that rightf
A

Yes.

<3

Now 1 the matter of having to file the service — the
new service schedule or the rate decrease with the

PUCO is not only to those kind of rates-, is itf

■[After a pause.I
a

Let me put it another way.
Filing is required with PUCO for any rate that

you charge-, isn’t itf

A

Iilell-, for any rate that is — when service is subject

to their jurisdiction.

(3

And that would be retail sales essentiallyi isn’t that
rightf

A

Not all of them.

For example! we sell street lightiiig under contract
to all but two municipalities in'our service territories.
Those contracts — and these are different than the

things we were talking about earlier — this is just —.

this is a contract to supply street lighting service-, and
those are not subject to the jurisdiction of- the Public

Bingham - cross

Utilities Commission.
Likewise-) if we have any kind of-i say-i a special
arrangement with the Federal Government-) such as we do

have at the research lab at the airport-) that is not
subject to the jurisdiction of the Public Utilities
Commission.

i2

May we focus on sales to residents and businesses-) if we

may-) Hr. Bingham.
Your rates applicable to sales to those types of
customers must be filed with the PUCO-) isn't that
rightf

A

Generally speaking-) yes.

(2

And not only do rates have to be filed but also terms
and conditions of service and any schedules or

arrangements relating to classification of service-) is
that rightf

A

To a degree.

i2

The filing is a requirement-) isn't it-) Hr.

A

You have to file something-) yest not only the rates-i

Binghamf

but the thing we generally call the general rules and
regulations for special — each rate — month's rates

will have special rules built into themi but we
certainly don't file everything that we do with every

customer-) there is not enough room in Columbus to

-

13-.4fl7
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store all that stuff.
(2

Ide’ll come back to tha.tn dr.

Bingham.

Let me ask you nou if we can get some definitions

clear before we proceed on some further matter.
You understand! don’t youi the difference between

a tariff, and a ratef

A

Terms can be used interchangeably.

(3

Sometimes they —

A

I think in the context that you’re leading up toi the

tariff would be dil of the rates.

<S

Idelln the word "tariff’’ is probably equivalent to what
CEI calls a rate ischedulei isn’t itf

A

In one sensei yes.

a

And by "tariffn" the word "tariff" would include a
description of the customer’s classification! which

customers are served under that classification! the
terms and conditions of service! as well as the actual

dollars and cents that are charged to the customer for
the purchase of electricity and electric powerV isn’t

that rightf

A

Yes.

i2

Now! dr.

Bingham —
dS. COLEdAN:

-

..

Pardon me.

drs. Richards! would you please show,dr.

.

1

Bingham - cross

2

Bingham Plaintiff’s Exhibits

3

3123f

4

31S1t.315St

and

{Exhibits handed to the witness by firs-

5

Richars.}

6

{The witness examining the exhibits.3-

'

7

BY ns. COLEHAN:

8

(2

9

Have you had a chance to look at those exhibitsi Hr.
Binghamf

0

A

Yes.

1

d

Those are examples of

2

A

That's correct.

3

<3

And these particularschedules

CEI

rate schedules-! are they

are selected from

notf

a group

4

of schedules that were in effect in 1570-1 the end of

5

1570-1 is that correct?

6

A

7

d

3

A

August ISth-i 1570.

9

i3

Now-i specifically-1 Plaintiff's Exhibit 3121 represents

They became effective August ISth.
It says right on the bottom of the page.

0

the tariff or rate schedule for general residential-!

L

is that right?

2

A

Yes.

3

d

And Plaintiff's Exhibit 3122 represents the tariff for

4

or schedule for general commercial-! which is the

5

smallest group — smallest in size group of commercial

_________________________________________ _ _ _ ___ :________ ,_____________ k

la-.Mfl'i
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customers.
Let me rephrase that because I know what you have

in mind.
There is a lot of power sales to the general

commercial customers! are there not^
A

Yes.

H

Now 1 individually1 they are relatively small commercial
custoiiiersn is that not rights

A

Yes.

I think you could refer to themi sayi as general
service customers.

i3

Thatn in factn is the term which has sometimes been
used in the past by CEI to refer to that group-i right-i

general service!*
A

Yes.

iS

Nowi the third tariff that you have in front of youi

Plaintiff’s Exhibit 3123 is the schedule applicable

to large commercial customers! is that right?
A

Yes.

<2

Now T let’s turn back to Plaintiff’s Exhibit

3121t

if

we can.
■CThe witness complies.3-

(3

This contains a lot o-f information besides just the
dollars and cents to be charged to the. customer! does

la-.M'iO
L

Bingham - cross

2

it5 Hr.

1

Bingham?

1

J

A

Yesi it does.

I

(3

There is specificallyn right at the topn information

1

5

about which residential customers are entitled to

5

power under this ratei right?

1

A

8

<2

9

Yes.

. And there is also information about billing and meter
readings set forth on this schedule-, is that right?

0
1

IThe witness examining the exhibit.}
(3

page here set forth information about billing and.

3

metering-, don’t they-. Mr.
A

5

Bingham?

I don’t know that it sets out rules on metering.

1-.200 kilowatt hours a month!

(3

for more than M months.

Special Rule No. -C3} on the second page describes-, at

8

any rate-, what types of metering situations this

9

schedule does not apply to-, is that right?

0

A

Not ’’metering situations"-, situations-

1

(3

Situations^ all right.

2

'

It says what happens if somebody uses more than

6

1

f

Special Rules beginning at the bottom of the first

2

4

1

Now-, there is also information on this schedule

i

I

1

3

back on the first page concerning the rate to be

4

charged to the customer for the power that is

O

5

purchased-, isn't that right?

J

I

Bingham - cross
A

That’s correct.

(2

Noui similarly! on Plaintiff’s Exhibit 3152! ue have
the same kind of information! information about the

class of customers to which this applies is stated
right at the beginning! is that rightf

A

Yes.

(3

And there is information on the money charges to the

customer set forth as well as information on the
billing of power to that group of customers! rights

A

Yes.

<3

And a similar kind -7 type of information is set forth
on Plaintiff’s Exhibit 3123! right! the large commercial

tarifffl

A

Yes.

(2

Now! you and I have spoken about the fact that the term
"rate” is used in several different senses.

In the strictest sense! "rate” refers to the

dollars and cents charged to the-customer for
electricity! does it hot?
riR. LANSDALE:

I object! if your

Honor please.
THE COURT:

- Approach the bench.

■CThe following proceedings were had at the

Bingham - cross
bench:?

Your Honori I have

MR. LANSDALE:

been restive ever since counsel was trying to get
a definition of "tariff".

I submit that getting these generalized
definitions is not — is objectionable and

irrelevantn may be confusing.

I don’t know of any language in any of our
schedules which uses the

terminology "tariff"!

for example.
Sb far as I'm aware-i we have two kinds of

things on file — three kinds of things:

Contracts! schedules! and rules and
regulations! and the latter may be embraced within

the former.
And I object to proceeding on the basis of

what — of getting definitions of various
individual items without . tying them in. to the
schedules or to something that we can deal, with
on some standard basis.

Do you follow what I'm getting atf

ns. COLEMAN:

.1 think so.

MR. LANSDALE:

you're trying to —

I'm not suggesting

. ..

’

Bingham - cross

I’m just trying to

MS- COLEHAN:

lay groundwork-! and I will be glad to do that in a
way that —
MR. LANSDALE:

I find the groundwork

confusing.
THE COURT:

It’s cross-examination.

if there is anything that counsel attempts to
elicit which is inaccurate-i I’m sure this witness

is sophisticated enough to —
MR. LANSDALE:

Yes.

THE COURT:,

— to explain it away.

Overruled.
■CEnd of bench conferience.J

THE COURT:

Overruled.

You may

proceed.

BY MS. COLEMAN:
a

Mr. Bingham-I let me rephrase my question.
One aspect of the CEI schedule is the dollars and

cents charges to the customer for electricity — electric

power and energy-i isn’t that right?
A

Yes.

<2

And the rate for supplying a class of service may have
several different components-i may it not?

13-,
Bingham - cross

Yesn it may-Nou 1 it may havei first of alln uhat is rfeferred to in
Plaintiff’s Exhibit 3121 as a kilowatt-hour charged

That’s correct.

■CHs- Coleman writing on the large white pad
on the easel.1-

And this is stated in terms of dollars and cents per

kilowatt hour-i is that right?
Generally.

If you really want to get technical! the first

block si $1.05 for 20 'kilowatt hours,
lile’ll go through the remaining onesi Hr.

Bingham.

But the rest are as you sijiy.

Let’s talk in terms of concepts firstn if we may.
A very simple rate is a rate in which the charge

per kilowatt hour is the.same no matter how much the
customer takes-i and that’s called a flat rate-i is that

right?

That is a very simple rate.
Nowi let’s take a look at Plaintiff’s Exhibit 3121!

the CEI general residential schedule.

This has six different lines under the heading
"Kilowatt-Hour Charge"! doesn’t it?

3.3 H=iS
Bingham - cross

(3

And what this effectively does is set up a series of

what you would call blocksn rate blocksn is that rightf
A

Yes.

(2

Now T what we have on this schedulen "Kilowatt-Hour —"
I’ll abbreviate for convenience — "— Charge" for the

firstn as you saidn SO kilowatt hours per monthi

{fls. Coleman writing on the large white pad

on the easel.}*
H

-CContinuing}*

So every one of the 2D kilowatt hoursi

for 20 kilowatt hour? you get $1.0Sf
A

Yes.
If you only used lOi you only get lOn but you

still pay $1.05.
a

Right.

Ide’ll get to that part.

This schedule goes on to say for the next
kilowatt hours per monthn .034.

And .034 is cents-i isn’t if-i Hr. Binghamf
A

Noi

that’sdollars.

a

I’m

sorry.

It’s .034 of a dollarf

A

Yesi it’s 3.4

a

3.4

cents.

cents.
Nowi the next blocjc is for the next bO kilowatt

13 MTb

Bingham - cross

hours per monthn .031 dollars or 3-1 centsi is that

rightf
A

Yes.

i2

And then there are three other blocks on the general
*
residential rate schedule! is that rightf

A

That’s correct.

H

Nou! the way you calculate the billn once you are taking
more than 20 kilowatt hours of electricity is this is

the price for each of the next 10 kilowatt hoursn is
that rightf

*

A

That’s correct.

a

So that if I’m a consumer and I use 20 kilowatt hours
of electricity in a month in my house! — did I say

’’2O’’f

I mean "30"! then my bill is $1-05 — my bill

for energy is $1.05 plus 3.M cents times 10 more

kilowatt hours! or another 3M cents! is that right?
A

That’s correct.

a

And there may be other charges as well.
tile can .—

A

There could be! I suppose! like if you haven’t paid
your bill last month! that would also appear on the
bill! or sometimes —

a

There may be a fuelladjustment charge in addition to
that basic energy charge?

1314^7

Bingham - cross
A

Yesi on this rate there would have been a fuel adjustment-i
• yes.

a

Nown as it happens on this particular schedule-i there
arei as we have saidn six rate blocks-

I won’t fill them all ini but one of the features
of this schedule is that the price for each block
declines as you go down the blocksi isn’t that right?

A

That’s correct-

a

In other words i as you use more electricityi the

price for that additional group of electricity is less
per kilowatt hours than the first blocks that you use?

A

That’s correct-

(2

And what that sometimes is referred to is a declining

block rate?
A

(3

Yes That is different from a flat rate because the price

declines over the usage by the customer?
A

That’s correct-

a

Nowt

as we saidn the rate may also include a fuel

adjustment- chargen is that right?

A

Yes

es

And what that charge is is it relates to possible

increases or decreases in CEI’s cost of fuel to
provide service to the customer-i right?

13-.ma

Bingham - cross
A

This particular one does.

<2

And this particular one in Plaintiff’s Exhibit 3121-1
— which we also find in the other schedules as well -

takes a base cost of fuel-i does it not-i Hr. Binghamf
A

Yes-i it does.

fl

And it says that if the base cost — if the actual
cost of the fuel exceeds the base costi there will be
an additional charge to the customer! rightf

A

That's right.

fl

And-i vice'fversan if it's less than the base costi

then there will be a,discount-i as it were-i on the
rate?

A

There will be a negative fuel adjustment.

fl

A negative fuel adjustment.

I want to use the proper

terms.

There will be a negative fuel adjustment if the
actual cost of fuel is less than the base rate

assigned in the schedule-i right?
A

That's right.

fl

Now-, on this particular schedule for residential-,
there is also something called a minimum charge-, isn't
there?

A

Yes-, there is.

fl

And the minimum charge here is $1.05 per month or

13 -.4.55
Bingham - cross

j

per fraction of a month?
A

That’s correct.

(3

And so what that means is if I go away for a month on

vacation! in all the electricity that’s used is the

11 *

little bit of inadvertent flow pulled in by my —
I’m sorry! strike the "inadvertent” — is the —
my refrigerator running! and my clocks running! and

my other appliances are plugged in but not working!

I may not use 2D kilowatt hours of electric power
during that period! is that right?

A

You’ve got the most efficient refrigerator in the

world if that’s the case.
■CLaughter. 3-

A

-CContinuingJ

The refrigerator alone will run several

t
«

I

}

times 20 kilowatt hours.
(3

Well! what if I have no furniture in the house! —

A

You mean if you pull the main switch and don’t use any?

<2

I’m not using any electricity but I’m a customer! I’m

going to pay $1.05 that month regardless of whether
I use electricity or not?

>1
H

J
I

I

A

That’s correct.

3

d

That’s what the "minimum charge" means?

J

A

Yes.

I

i3

If I actually use 20 kilowatthours!I’ll still pay

j|

13-,SDD

Bingham - cross

I

$l-QSi I don’t pay $1.DS plus $1.05?

S

A

That’s correct.

(2

Now, for the commercial schedules which serve the

A

■

businesses! there are sometimes other charges besides
the energy charges and the fuel adjustment charges

j

that we have just discussed right?

j

That’s correct.

THE COURT:

Ms-

Colemani before

you get into that-, perhaps this would be an

opportune time for us to recess.

I
til

ns. COLEHAN:

That’s fine-, your

1
I

Honor.
THE COURT:

During the recess-,

please remember the Court’s admonition-, and we
will return here at 1:30 adn resume.

Thank you very much.
CLuncheon recess had.}

I
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